**Morning Selections:**

**GROUP A**
9 – 10:30 am: VR DESIGN
Explore and experiment in the Design Studio’s Virtual Reality Lab.
10:45 am-12:15 pm: GLASS
Make a coaster by fusing glass together. Finished coaster will be donated to The Night’s Shield Children’s Shelter art fundraiser.

**GROUP B**
9 – 10:30 am: ARTBOMB
Spread the message of “Art Education for All” by art-bombing a local business.
10:45 am-12:15 pm: ENVIRONMENTAL DRAWING
Explore the SIU campus with sketch journals to observe and capture the campus eco-system using graphite and paper.

**GROUP C**
9 – 10:30 am: CERAMICS
Learn about the Empty Bowls Project and decorate bowls which will be donated to the Empty Bowls Carbondale fundraiser.
10:45 am-12:15 pm: GRAPHIC DESIGN
Practice the steps designers use when working in product development.

**GROUP D**
9 – 10:30 am: DRAWING
Exploring the Spaces Inbetween: drawing from direct observation using paper bags and charcoal.
10:45 am-12:15 pm: VR DESIGN
Explore and experiment in the Design Studio’s Virtual Reality Lab.

**GROUP E**
9 – 10:30 am: GLASS
Make a coaster by fusing glass together. Finished coaster will be donated to The Night’s Shield Children’s Shelter art fundraiser.
10:45 am-12:15 pm: SUSTAINABLE DESIGN
Explore how designers use waste materials to create art.

**GROUP F**
9 – 10:30 am: PHOTO LAB
Use basic lighting setups and equipment in the three studio lighting bays of the photography department. Bring your cellphones!
10:45 am-12:15 pm: MUSEUM SCAVENGER HUNT
Explore the SIU Museum to find visual clues left by artists in their artworks and learn why and how museums build their art collections.

**GROUP G**
9 – 10:30 am: GRAPHIC DESIGN
Practice the steps designers use when working in product development.
10:45 am-12:15 pm: SMALL METALS
Explore the Small Metals studio and try a variety of metal working techniques used by SIU art majors.

**GROUP H**
9 – 10:30 am: ART HISTORY in PROTEST
Learn about how art has been used for decades as protest.
10:45 am-12:15 pm: ARTBOMB
Spread the message of “Art Education for All” by art-bombing a local business.

**GROUP I**
9 – 10:30 am: BLACKSMITHING
Learn about how to work with steel.
10:45 am-12:15 pm: DESIGN MENTORING
Be paired with design majors and learn what it takes to present design portfolios as an SIU design student.

**GROUP J**
9 – 10:30 am: SUSTAINABLE DESIGN
Explore how designers use waste materials to create art.
10:45 am-12:15 pm: CERAMICS
Learn about the Empty Bowls Project and decorate bowls which will be donated to the Empty Bowls Carbondale fundraiser.

**Afternoon Selections:**

**GROUP A**
1:30 – 3:00 pm: ARTBOMB
Spread the message of “Art Education for All” by art-bombing a local business.
3:15 – 4:45 pm: MIXED MEDIA
Work in collaboration with Prof. Najjar Abdul-Musawwir to create a mixed media artwork while learning about how to be a citizen artist.

**GROUP B**
1:30 – 3:00 pm: CERAMICS
Learn about the Empty Bowls Project and decorate bowls which will be donated to the Empty Bowls Carbondale fundraiser.
3:15 – 4:45 pm: MUSEUM SCAVENGER HUNT
Explore the SIU Museum to find visual clues left by artists in their artworks and learn why and how museums build their art collections.

**GROUP C**
1:30 – 3:00 pm: VR DESIGN
Explore and experiment in the Design Studio’s Virtual Reality Lab.
3:15 – 4:45 pm: PAINTING
Raise awareness of waste practices and their impact at SIU by using acrylic paints on trash bins to change non-recycling behaviors.

**GROUP D**
1:30 – 3:00 pm: S.A.M. LAB
Visit the School of Art and Design’s Subtractive and Additive Maker Laboratory to explore and design.
3:15 – 4:45 pm: CERAMICS
Learn about the Empty Bowls Project and decorate bowls which will be donated to the Empty Bowls Carbondale fundraiser.

**GROUP E**
1:30 – 3:00 pm: GRAPHIC DESIGN
Practice the steps designers use when working in product development.
3:00 pm: PRINTMAKING
Learn about protest posters and screenprint one for yourself.

**GROUP F**
1:30 – 3:00 pm: FOUNDRY
Participate in an Aluminum Pour to create your own metal art piece. This workshop has $10 fee due to the high cost of materials used.
3:15 – 4:45 pm: SIU CRAFT SHOP
Explore a hidden treasure for art-making at SIU in the Student Center basement. Be ready to get your hands dirty.

**GROUP G**
1:30 – 3:00 pm: PRINTMAKING
Learn about protest posters and screenprint one for yourself.
3:15 – 4:45 pm: ARTBOMB
Spread the message of “Art Education for All” by art-bombing a local business.

**GROUP H**
1:30 – 3:00 pm: SIU CRAFT SHOP
Explore a hidden treasure for art-making at SIU in the Student Center basement. Be ready to get your hands dirty.
3:15 – 4:45 pm: GRAPHIC DESIGN
Practice the steps designers use when working in product development.

**GROUP I**
1:30 – 3:00 pm: MUSEUM SCAVENGER HUNT
Explore the SIU Museum to find visual clues left by artists in their artworks and learn why and how museums build their art collections.
3:15 – 4:45 pm: FOUNDRY
Participate in an Aluminum Pour to create your own metal art piece. This workshop has $10 fee due to the high cost of materials used.

**GROUP J**
1:30 – 3:00 pm: PAINTING
Raise awareness of waste practices and their impact at SIU by using acrylic paints on trash bins to change non-recycling behaviors.
3:15 – 4:45 pm: VR DESIGN
Explore and experiment in the Design Studio’s Virtual Reality Lab.

*Workshop scheduling is not guaranteed. If a staffing emergency arises, participants will be re-assigned to a new workshop.*